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ProloGue 

Yet another World Cup comes and goes but still Bobby Moore 
remains the only England captain whose hands have reached out 

to grasp football’s Holy Grail and raise it aloft.
Can this be entirely coincidence?
The descent into mediocrity steepens for the nation which gave 

birth to this, the greatest game of all.
Brazil 2014 plumbed new depths of ineptitude.
Only once before had England gone to the World Cup Finals and 

failed to survive the opening group stage. At least in 1958 they drew 
those three matches and came home undefeated.

In this Brazil debacle they were eliminated after their first two games 
– drab losses to what turned out to be distinctly ordinary teams by the 
historic standards of Italy and Uruguay – and were fortunate to salvage 
one miserable point from the dead rubber against Costa Rica.

Would this degeneration really have befallen England if the 
Football Association had not turned its back on the inspiring legend,  
until the shock of his premature death, whose imposing statue now 
guards the gates to Wembley Stadium?

There is a perfectly dreadful symmetry to this process of decay.
Twelve World Cups have passed since Bobby and his boys of that 

halcyon summer of ’66 danced on the hallowed turf that sun-dappled 
afternoon in north-west London.

Six before he passed away, six since.
Twice only have England come home with pride.
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The first was Moore’s last.
Mexico 1970 saw him captain England, a team arguably superior to 

his World Cup winners of four years earlier, in an epic duel in the sun 
against the greatest of all Brazil teams, then in a quarter-final thriller 
lost to the Germans in extra time.

The second was the last before Bobby finally succumbed to  
bowel cancer.

Paul Gascoigne cried as Bobby Robson’s team lost the semi-final of 
Italia ’90 on penalties. This country wept with him.

The common thread is Germany. The acute comparison is with 
Franz Beckenbauer.

Bobby, the blond Adonis, and Franz, the Kaiser, were exact contem-
poraries, the two greatest defenders football has ever seen, their majesty 
rooted in a deep-reading and profound understanding of the game. 
They were the epitome of each other.

They pitted wits in ’66 and ’70, becoming close friends, only for 
England to wantonly rupture the parallel thereafter.

Germany called upon Beckenbauer to go on and become the only 
man ever to win the World Cup as manager as well as player and captain, 
then to lead the bid which took football home to the Fatherland for 
the finals of 2006. England discarded all Moore’s comparable wisdom 
and experience, condemning themselves to these long years in  
the wilderness.

Of the fifteen managers – for one match or more since the time Sir 
Alf Ramsey called Moore an extension of himself on the pitch – five 
have fallen at the World Cup Finals hurdle, as did Ramsey himself 
in 1970. These were: Ron Greenwood, albeit undefeated at Spain 
’82; Bobby Robson at Mexico ’86 and Italia ’90; Glenn Hoddle, who 
started losing the plot at France ’98; Sven Goran Eriksson, who took 
the money and ran after Japan/South Korea 2002 and Germany 2006; 
Fabio Capello, who did likewise following South Africa 2010; now Roy 
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Hodgson, who is part victim of the mass foreign importation which 
has drained the pool of English players experienced in the Premier and 
Champions Leagues.

Is it conceivable that Moore would have done worse than that? 
Or that England under his guidance would have failed even to reach 
Germany ’74, Argentina ’78 or USA ’94? The questions swirl through 
the mists of time.

As I write this, can it really be twenty-one years since Bobby died? 
It seems like only yesterday that we embraced for the last time, on the 
steps of the London hotel where he and his team-mates celebrated on 
the night of England’s only World Cup triumph.

It takes a remarkable statistic to prescribe the time-frame: England 
have arm-banded more than forty captains since that triumphant after-
noon of 30 July 1966. Some, of course, enjoyed that privilege as one-
night stand-ins, but none have ever looked like equalling the record of 
ninety England captaincies which Bobby shares with Billy Wright, the 
most illustrious of his predecessors.

Of those who have achieved any measure of longevity, Moore 
had the highest respect for the one who came closest, leading out his 
country sixty-four times. He once said of Bryan Robson, Manchester 
United’s Captain Marvel:

He had that phenomenal engine to get from box to box, tackled like 
a vice, passed to perfection and scored bundles of goal. Just as impor-
tantly, whether it was with England or United, Bryan had that will to 
win, that hatred of defeat, that leadership by example which are the 
qualities of great captains.

In that last part, he might have been talking about himself.
Of the England managers appointed in succession to Sir Alf 

Ramsey, while Moore was alive, Joe Mercer’s caretaker reign was too 
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brief for Bobby to pass judgement. Thereafter, his high hopes for Don 
Revie were unfulfilled; he was pleased his old West Ham professor Ron 
Greenwood was given his chance at world level; he was fondly surprised 
that Bobby Robson almost brought a second World Cup home; and he 
shied away from Graham Taylor’s route-one strategy.

Of all those who came after his death, he would have approved of 
only one. He said of Terry Venables, who would be denied his World 
Cup after leading England to the Wembley semi-final of Euro ’96 
(Germany on penalties, yet again): ‘Terry was one of the most intelli-
gent coaches and inspiring man managers I ever knew or worked with.’

For sure he would have opposed the doomed appointments of Sven 
Goran Eriksson and Fabio Capello. The question of a foreign manager 
was beginning to be raised after a quarter of century of post-Ramsey 
disappointment and Moore said:

The England job is for an Englishman, not someone from abroad. Every 
country has its football culture and it takes one of our own to under-
stand how the English player works. Anyway, a national team should 
be all about people from that country – from the manager through the 
players, all the way down to the tea lady.

Then he added: ‘By the way, no country has ever won the World Cup 
with a foreign manager.’ That remains true to this day.

Such was the beautiful simplicity of Bobby Moore, a clarity distilled 
from all he had learned, all he knew, all he experienced, all the 
complexities of his career and his life. Focussing on that now brings 
with it a pang of nostalgia for those of us who think about Bobby more 
days than not in our own lives.

24 February 1993 does seem like only yesterday.
Until you remember that it was the day the glory died.


